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Why NSS? The Global Perspective
• Global Air Navigation Plan – sustaining and growing
the benefits of air travel is a priority for International Civil
Aviation Organisation (ICAO).
• Why – to sustain and improve safety, reduce emissions,
make air travel cheaper and more accessible to people
(hint: benefits)
• This wider perspective may chime with some people: We
are part of the global community.

The global aviation system is in a
sustained period of generational change.

NZ Inc. the National Perspective
• The New Southern Sky Programme and the ‘National
Airspace and Air Navigation Plan’ (NAANP) is New
Zealand’s response to ICAO’s Global Air Navigation Plan.
Produced in 2014.

• The change programme described within the NAANP is
set to deliver safety, environmental, economic and
social benefits to everyone in New Zealand.
• Whole of aviation system involved – not just airlines and
major airports – part of a wider national system.

In the aviation system has
simply ‘evolved’ over time…

NSS Blueprint Looking Ahead
• The ‘Concept of Operations 2023’ (CONOPs) is New Zealand’s vision of the
future operating environment – most importantly, it’s a stakeholder view.

The aviation system
is being upgraded
systematically
through coordinated
and collaborative
capability delivery
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Benefits Management Principle:
“Start with the End in Mind”

NSS is Benefits-led
• Guided by GANP, NAANP and CONOPS (and
others e.g. National Airspace Policy)
• There is a focus on safety, environmental,
economic and social benefit stories.
• Traceability is important – must align and
contribute to the Aim & Objectives.
• Wrapped by a Benefits Management
Framework.

• Risk focuses on threats to benefits.

Benefits Management Principle:
“Utilise successful delivery methods”

The Benefits Management Framework…
• The NSS Benefits Management Framework governs how the programme contributes
to the Transport Outcomes Framework.

Strategic
Aim and
Objectives
• Outcomes we seek are closely tied to the Benefit. Outcomes are difficult to measure
therefore we seek the measure the benefit associated with the outcome instead…

Benefits Management Principle:
“Apply effective governance”

Demonstrating and Measuring Contribution
Economic prosperity: Supports economic activity via
local, regional, and international connections, with
efficient movements of people and products.
S1. To optimize passenger transport
efficiencies

B1. Reduce fuel burn

M1. Fuel savings of $22.84M over a
20yrs period by reducing tracked
miles through PBN

Benefits Management Principle:
“Align Benefits with Strategy”

Benefit Identification and Classification
Safety Benefits
e.g. APV (Quantitative - often non-monetary)

Economic Benefits
e.g. Flight efficiency, fuel saving, ADOC (Qualitative – monetary)

Environmental Benefits
e.g. CO2, Noise (Qualitative – monetary and non-monetary)

Social Benefits
e.g. PVT, reliability (Qualitative - monetary and non-monetary)

Benefits Management Principle:
“Manage Benefits from a Portfolio Perspective”

Benefits are
measures at the
national level

Evidence Based Benefit Measurement
2014/2015 Castalia
Analysis

Analysis was limited to
extrapolation of discrete
data sample sets

2017 Acuo/Mahino
Analysis

Benefit measures at the national level

Benefits Management Principle:
“Manage Benefits from a Portfolio Perspective”

Analysis used real data
extracted from the ATM
system (evidence)

NSS Capability Delivery

CHANCE OF BEING
DIVERTED AWAY FROM
QUEENSTOWN IN BAD
WEATHER:

-17%

Safety Benefit Analysis proxy measures
• Instrument approaches with lateral guidance 25 times
safer than circling/visual approaches
• Approaches with vertical guidance (APV) 8 times safer
than legacy non-precision approaches

• Since PBN implementation in NZ, and additional 2.2
million passengers protected by vertical guidance
• PBN procedures facilitate traffic flow – reduce conflict
between aircraft and holds/diversions (ADS-B and ATM
are part of this)

NSS benefit delivery infometric
• Evidence based – significant
and positive
• High degree of certainty in the
results – Minister briefed

• Additional work required
around noise – acoustics
specialists supporting current
PBN trials
• Additional work on A-CDM –
engagement underway

